
Governments should spend money on railways rather than roads.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement?

Some people believe that the investment in enhancing on railways is more effective, 
while others perceive that the majority are using their own private cars in the roads. In 
my opinion, railways are perceived included as public transport amenities which should 
be seriously considered mentioned deeply by the governmentfrom nations’ side.

On the one hand, the majority of people tends to travel in by their own vehicle; 
consequently it would be preferable focus on road improvement to invest in 
enhancement of roads. The safer the roads are, If the roads become safer, the more 
accidents from travel would be avoided otherwise it provides through the roofexcessive 
expenditures for the government. In addition, it could be as an effective measure 
improving the industries and international trading which play a vital role in rising 
boosting the economy economic of a country. For instance, one country can export 
heavy products such as cars by trains in a higher rate which has a direct proportion with 
economy. 

On the other hand ,the conservationists  perceive that any developmenting in on public 
transport ,such as buses and trains and railways contributes  to reducing  the emissions 
of carbon dioxide .The higher the quality more qualifier of rail ways between among 
cities ,the more convenient would be traveltravel would be more straight ,and even 
cheaper and also more amusing for the passenger .In addition, it would be as a positive 
reienforcement  for them to use public transport  instead of private cars which leads to 
the heavy  traffic .In addition, there it would be more job vacancies vacation in 
neighboring cities for people who are looking for them since they can go easily to work 
by  high-speed trains in a reasonable time, consequently this phenomenon avoid of 
huge migration to big cities just for unemployment in other regions.

In conclusion, however although the people are more comfortable to travel in by their 
own cars via roads, any measures taken for/on improvement of public transport such as 
railways is in major priority since it leads to tackling e  with air pollution, raising rising 
the security of travels and impact on economy of a country by international trades 
which is only feasible with countries nearby via railways.


